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Land mountains were the low-topped Graham Land ranges we
had followed south, which dwindled down into isolated peaks as
they neared Stefansson Strait. Undoubtedly both ranges are of
sedimentary origin. The Hearst Land mountains—at least that
section over which we flew—were a loosely-formed range with none
of the crowded topography of peaks with glacier-filled valleys and
high-crevassed bottoms such as pictures of the Queen Maud Range
show. We saw neither glaciers nor crevassed surfaces in crossing.
On we went, the mighty panorama of the Antarctic continent
unrolling before our eyes. At the end of three hours the mountains
beneath us gave pkce to a great polar ice plateau from which
emerged a few nunataks, the last evidence of the mountain chain
we had just passed. We were flying at an altitude of 10,000 feet
About this time Kenyon noted in his log: "Beginning to fly hands
off." This gives an idea of the serenity of conditions.
At 16.15, G.C.T., when we were yet 950 miles from our destina-
tion, the radio broke down, due to a defective switch and antenna
lead. Since we had left the Wyatt Earp, Lanz, the radio officer on
the ship, had been complaining to us of imperfect reception. Many
of our signals came in a jumble. Later we found the trouble in a
defective switch leading to the trailing antenna. At 16.15 Hollick-
Kenyon passed me a note, reading: "Transmitter out of action.
What shall we do?"
I answered: "Keep on to eighty."
Eighty degrees west longitude was my first objective. There we
would enter unnamed and unclaimed territory which I proposed
to claim for the United States, naming it after my father. Even to
repair the radio I did not want to land before 80° W.
The failure of our radio, however, gave the world the impres-
sion that we were lost in the heart of Antarctica. Had there been
no such invention as radio, we would eventually have emerged
from the Antarctic with our expedition an acknowledged success
in every particular, even to the maintaining of the time schedule.
As it was, the silencing of our wireless voice set in motion two
efforts to rescue us.
Fortunately, the plane's radio failed on a note that gave our
friends every confidence in our safety. Had it cut off abruptly after
hours of perfect transmission, there might have been reason to fear

